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What's New?
Last Update: February 2012

New Topics
The following topics were added:
n/a

Updated Topics
The following topics were updated:
October, 2011
Digit groups
Percentages
Currency
Date
Days
Months
All “Farsi” cases changed to “Persian” through the whole document as this should be "Persian" according
to the latest geopolitical guidance.
January, 2012
Keys – subsection Key Names added
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Introduction
This Style Guide went through major revision in February 2011 in order to remove outdated and unnecessary
content. It contains information pertaining to all Microsoft products and services.

About This Style Guide
The purpose of this Style Guide is to provide everybody involved in the localization of Persian Microsoft products
with Microsoft-specific linguistic guidelines and standard conventions that differ from or are more prescriptive than
those found in language reference materials. These conventions have been adopted after considering context
based on various needs, but above all, they are easy to follow and applicable for all types of software to be
localized.
The Style Guide covers the areas of formatting, grammatical conventions, as well as stylistic criteria. It also
presents the reader with a general idea of the reasoning behind the conventions. The present Style Guide is a
revision of our previous Style Guide version with the intention of making it more standardized, more structured,
and easier to use as a reference.
The guidelines and conventions presented in this Style Guide are intended to help you localize Microsoft products
and materials. We welcome your feedback, questions and concerns regarding the Style Guide. You can send us
your feedback via the Microsoft Language Portal feedback page.

Scope of This Document
This Style Guide is intended for the localization professional working on Microsoft products. It is not intended to
be a comprehensive coverage of all localization practices, but to highlight areas where Microsoft has preference
or deviates from standard practices for Persian localization.

Style Guide Conventions
In this document, a plus sign (+) before a translation example means that this is the recommended correct
translation. A minus sign (-) is used for incorrect translation examples.
In Microsoft localization context, the word term is used in a slightly untraditional sense, meaning the same as e.g.
a segment in Trados. The distinguishing feature of a term here is that it is translated as one unit; it may be a
traditional term (as used in terminology), a phrase, a sentence, or a paragraph.
References to interface elements really only refer to translatable texts associated with those interface elements.
Example translations in this document are only intended to illustrate the point in question. They are not a source
of approved terminology. Microsoft Language Portal can be used as reference for approved terminology.
Sample Text
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-

-

This part is added as an example of telephone number and address since it was not available in the source:
-

-

-

-

–

-

Source: Maskh Translated by Sadegh Hedayat

Recommended Reference Material
Use the Persian language and terminology as described and used in the following publications.

Normative References
These normative sources must be adhered to. Any deviation from them automatically fails a string in most cases.
When more than one solution is allowed in these sources, look for the recommended one in other parts of the
Style Guide.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The glossaries provided for Windows 7
th
Dawning & Covington’s Computer and Internet Dictionary 7 edition By Dr Reza Hosnavi
Computer Dictionary By Azam Fetrati
Computer Dictionary By Davoud Shokouhi nia,Yaghoub namayande

Informative References
These sources are meant to provide supplementary information, background, comparison, etc.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Narcis English Persian Dictionary
Millennium English Persian Dictionary By Haghshenas, Sameie, Entekhabi
All web based Dictionaries
Computer Dictionary By Farhade gholizadeh Nouri
English-Persian Dictionary By Dr Manouchehr Aryan Pur
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Language Specific Conventions
This part of the style guide contains information about standards specific to Persian.

Country/Region Standards
Characters
There are 32 main characters in Persian, plus some accents representing short vowels. Most of the characters
shared with Arabic except 4 characters that are specific to Persian (
), and two that has different forms in
Arabic and Persian (
) It is recommended that translators always use Persian character, and even if their
keyboard types the Arabic (
), they replace them to Persian at the end.
There is no lower and upper cases in Persian; instead, there are attached and separated forms.
Country/region

Iran

Lower-case characters

n/a

Upper-case characters

n/a

Characters in caseless
scripts
Extended Latin characters
Note on alphabetical order
Total number of characters

n/a

Alphabetical order is not necessarily indicative of sorting order.
32

0622
0627
0628
067E
062A
Unicode codes

062B
062C
0686
062D
062E
062F
0630
7

Country/region

Iran
0631
0632
0698
0633
0634
0635
0636
0637
0638
0639
063A
0641
0642
06A9
06AF
0644
0645
0646
0648
0647
0649

Notes

Character in Persian have different forms depends on their position of
occurrence as initial, middle or final.
The character called separate if no other character is attached to it. And it is
called attached if another character can attach to it.

Date
Country/region

Iran

Calendar/Era

Gregorian (localized), Hijri (Arabic Lunar) , Gregorian (English strings always),
Gregorian transliterated French, Gregorian transliterated English.

First Day of the Week

Saturday

First Week of the Year

Week containing 1/1 is the first week of the year. Note that this can be a single day,
if 1/1 falls on the last day of the week
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Country/region

Iran

Separator

Slash

Default Short Date
Format

Example

dd/MM/yyyy
dd/MM/yy

15/08/2011
15/08/11

Default Long Date Format

Example
Additional Short Date
Format 1

n/a

Example

n/a

Additional Short Date
Format 2

n/a

Example

n/a

Additional Long Date
Format 1

Writing the date in alphabet
d(d) month yyyy

Example
Additional Long Date
Format 2

n/a

Example

n/a

Leading Zero in Day Field
for Short Date Format

No

Leading Zero in Month
Field for Short Date
Format

No

No. of digits for year for
Short Day Format

2

Leading Zero in Day Field
for Long Date Format

No

Leading Zero in Month
Field for Long Date

No
9

Country/region

Iran

Format
Number of digits for year
for Long Day Format

2

Date Format for
Correspondence

yyyy/M(M)/d(d)

/ /

Example

In Persian there is no abbreviation for the name of the months, they can be
written in 1 or 2 or 3 characters only if they are listed in a calendar row or
column showing the exact context, they will never be understood
standalone.

Notes

d is for day, number of d's indicates the format (d = digits without leading zero, d(d)
= 2 digits day)
Abbreviations in Format
Codes

M is for month, number of M's gives number of digits. (M = digits without leading
zero, M(M) = 2 digits month)
y is for year, number of y's gives number of digits (yy = two digits, yyyy = four digits)

Time
Country/region

Iran

24 hour format

Yes

Standard time format

HH:MM:SS

Standard time format
example
Time separator

:

Colon

Time separator examples
Hours leading zero
Hours leading zero example

:

:

:

No
:

:

String for AM designator
String for PM designator
Notes

Leading zero usually not used for hours
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Days
Country/region: Iran, Afghanistan
Day

Normal Form

Abbreviation

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
First Day of Week:
Saturday
Is first letter capitalized?: No
Notes: Abbreviation is not common in Persian, however for week days, in case the context is completely clear
that it refers to weekdays (such as display for calendar), we may use the abbreviated format above.

Months
Country/region: Iran
Month

Full Form

Abbreviated Form

Long Date Form

January

n/a

February

n/a

March

n/a

April

n/a

May

n/a

June

n/a

July

n/a

August

n/a

September

n/a

October

n/a

November

n/a

December

n/a
11

Is first letter capitalized?:
No
Notes:
There are no abbreviation forms for the name of the months in Persian. The full form is always used. However,
when there is space limitation and there is no other choice, the 3 first letters can be written in a clear context like a
calendar row or column.
There are two styles for transliterating English months, please always use the French style that is more common
(the one noted above).
The Iranian solar calendar is different from the Gregorian calendar. The year starts at the spring equinox (March
20) and the months are as follows:
Persian name

Transliteration

Period

Farvardin

Mar 21-Apr 20

Ordibehesht

Apr 21-May 21

Khordad

May 22-Jun 21

Tir

Jun 22-Jul 22

Mordad

July 23-Aug 22

Shahrivar

Aug 23-Sep 22

Mehr

Sep 23-Oct 22

Aban

Oct 23-Nov 21

Azar

Nov 22-Dec 21

Day

Dec 22-Jan 20

Bahman

Jan 21-Feb 19

Esfand

Feb 20-Mar 20

Numbers
Numbers in Persian are the same format as Hindi, except for 3 numbers; 4, 5 and 6
Persian numbers
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Phone Numbers
Country/
region

International
Dialing
Code

Area
Codes
Used?

Number of
Digits – Area
Codes

Separator

Number of
Digits –
Domestic

Digit
Groupings –
Domestic

Iran

+98

Yes

3;4;5;6

space

7; 8

###, ##, ## (for
seven digits) or
##, ###, ### or
###, ###, ## (for
eight digits)

Country/
region

Number of
Digits –
Local

Digit
Groupings
– Local

Number of
Digits – Mobile

Digit
Groupings –
Mobile

Number of
Digits –
International

Digit
Groupings –
International

Iran

8 is the
longest
number of
local digits in
Iran
excluding the
area code
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####, ###,
##, ##

4 digits (country
code), 3 or 4 or
5 or 6 digits
(area code)

####, ##, ##,
###, ### or ###,
##, ###, ###, ##
or ####, ###,
###, ##, ##

Excluding
country code

Notes: Local area codes start with a zero when dialed locally. If dialing from abroad, the starting zero is omitted.
For example: 0171 552 2227 is dialed as 0098 171 552 2227 when dialed from UAE.
When rewriting a phone number in a product, make sure of the order of digits, sometimes, copy and pasting the
numbers may result in numbers to be revered in RTL order.

Addresses
Country/region: Iran
Disclaimer: Please note that the information in this entry should under no circumstances be used in examples as
fictitious information.
Address Format:
1. [Country]
2. [City]
3. [Address 1]
4. [Address 2]
5. [Building number/name]
6. [floor number]
7. [Company Name]
8. [Country code-postal code city]
9. [Title /Honorific]First Name. Last Name
10. [Tel No.]
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Example Address:
(+)

xxxxx-xxxxx

Local Postal Code Format: xxxxx-xxxxx
Notes: Iran postal code format consists of 10 digits

Currency
Country/region

Iran

Currency Name

Iranian Rial

Currency Symbol

Rls

Currency Symbol Position

To the left of digits

Positive Currency Format

+###

Negative Sign Symbol

-

Negative Currency Format

Monetary symbol, number, negative sign

Decimal Symbol

/

Number of Digits after Decimal

2

Digit Grouping Symbol

### ##

Number of Digits in Digit
Grouping

3

Positive Currency Example

123,456,789/12

Negative Currency Example

-

ISO Currency Code

4217

Currency Subunit Name

Tuman

123,456,789/12

Currency Subunit Symbol
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Currency Subunit Example
Note: while Rial is a formal currency used in all formal situations, banks, etc, Tuman is an informal unit that is 10
times Rial and used in everyday use.

Digit Groups
Country/region: Iran
Decimal Separator: /
Decimal Separator Description: Small slash
Decimal Separator Example:

/

-

/

Thousand Separator: ,
Thousand Separator Description:
Thousand Separator Example: 50 000
Notes: In Persian decimal is indicated with a small slash.
Since this is not easy or possible to use small slashes in most of the tools, and keyboard slash is a normal slash,
so to avoid confusion with fraction, normally English format is followed for decimals. (ex.
)

Measurement Units
Country: Iran
Metric System Commonly Used? Yes
Temperature:
Celsius or Centigrade is most commonly used in Iran

Category

English

Linear Measure

Kilometer

Km

Meter

M

Decimeter

n/a

Centimeter

Cm

Millimeter

Mm

Hectoliter

n/a

Liter

L

Deciliter

n/a

Centiliter

n/a

Milliliter

Ml

Capacity

Translation

Abbreviation
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Category

English

Mass

Ton

T

Kilogram

Kg

Pound

Lb

Gram

G

Decigram

n/a

Centigram

n/a

Milligram

Mg

Inch

In

Feet

Ft

Mile

Ml

Gallon

Gal

English Units of
Measurement

Translation

Abbreviation

Notes: Units marked in red are not used in Iran.
There are no abbreviations for measurement in Persian, English abbreviation can be used when the values are
stand alone and not included in a text.
Units in Persian always used in singular form, please never follow the English source in this issue.

Percentages
Country: Iran
Symbol: %
Read as: darsad (

)

Location: to the left of digit with space
Example

66 %

Sorting
Sorting rules

In Persian sorting is done by sorting words in alphabetical order of their initials and then the
next letters. Eg.: AA.AB.AC
1570
1575

Character
sorting order

1576
1662
1578
1579
1580
16

1670
1581
1582
1583
1584
1585
1586
1688
1587
1588
1589
1590
1591
592
1593
1594
1601
1602
1705
1711
1604
1605
1606
1608
1607
1609

Examples of
sorted words
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Geopolitical Concerns
Part of the cultural adaptation of the US-product to a specific market is the resolving of geopolitical issues. While
the US-product should have been designed and developed with neutrality and a global audience in mind, the
localized product should respond to the particular situation that applies within the target country/region.
Sensitive issues or issues that might potentially be offensive to the users in the target country/region may occur in
any of the following:
Maps
Flags
Country/region, city and language names
Art and graphics
Cultural content, such as encyclopedia content and other text where historical or political references may
occur
Some of these issues are relatively easy to verify and resolve: the objective should be for the localizer to always
have the most current information available. Maps and other graphic representations of countries/regions and
regions should be checked for accuracy and existing political restrictions. Country/region, city and language
names change on a regular basis and need to be checked, even if previously approved.
A thorough understanding of the culture of the target market is required for checking the appropriateness of
cultural content, clip art and other visual representations of religious symbols, body and hand gestures.
Guideline
As country/region and city names can change, please use the most up-to-date Persian list for every release of
your product.
20

Grammar, Syntax & Orthographic Conventions
Adjectives
In Persian, adjectives should be handled in the following manner.
Quality adjectives: after the noun, in predicate position
Numerical adjectives: before the noun
Demonstrative adjectives: before the nouns
Possessive adjectives
The frequent use of possessives is a feature of English language. However in Persian, it’s not appropriate to have
too many possessives in a sentence, some unnecessary ones can be omitted. Possessive adjectives are handled
after the noun.
Example: Your device needs to communicate with Google servers to set up your account.
Google

-

Google

Articles
General considerations
For indefinite article “
” is used.
can be either without article or using

before the noun, and
before the noun.

after the noun. For definite article, the translation

Unlocalized Feature Names
Microsoft product names and non-translated feature names are used without definite or indefinite articles in the
English language. We treat them in this way. In Persian the product names can be left un-translated following
English rules, or can be transliterated and used without any articles.
Example:

Powerpoint=

The screenshot below is an example of untranslatable feature.
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Localized Feature Names
Translated feature names are handled in this way. They are handled like a Persian term and Persian grammar
applies to them.
Example:

Media Player=

The screenshot below is an example of some translatable features.

Articles for English Borrowed Terms
When faced with an English loan word previously used in Microsoft products, consider the following options:

22

Motivation: Does the English word have any formally motivated features that would allow a
straightforward integration into the noun class system of Persian language? Loan words are written in
Persian alphabet and all Persian rules apply to them.
Analogy: Is there an equivalent Persian term whose article could be used?
Frequency: Is the term used in other technical documentation? If so, what article is used most often?
The internet may be a helpful reference here.
Example: Internet=
Internet call=

(+)
(+) (noun converted to adjective by adding )

Capitalization
This section does not apply to Persian.

Compounds
Generally, compounds should be understandable and clear to the user. Overly long or complex compounds
should be avoided. Keep in mind that unintuitive compounds are ultimately an intelligibility and usability issue.
Compound nouns are very common in Persian; you can always make different compound nouns, such as:
Phonebook (

), workgroup (

).

Never use hyphenation to make a compound noun. The morphemes shall be written separately. To make a
compound noun plural, usually the first noun shall be pluralized
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Example:
English example

Persian example
-

Phonebooks

Gender
Persian is a neutral language and independent of gender.
Example:
Her his username and password do not match.

Genitive
Genitive symbol in Persian is either a short vowel adds to the first noun (it is always ignored) or a character
after some specific characters
Convention 1 (e.g. Attaching a genitive "s" to (trademarked) product names is not feasible, as it could be
interpreted as a modification of such names.)
Product names not translated in Persian, are considered as proper noun and no genitive sign will be added to
them
Example: Microsoft products
Microsoft
Convention 2
Translated feature names are used with a definite or indefinite article and they are not treated as proper names.
They are handled like a Persian noun.
Example: use this Media Player to replay your video=

Modifiers
In Persian localized text you often need to take care of word order when translating a noun and modifier, since in
Persian modifier shall come after the main noun, so a word by word translation makes ungrammatical compound.
It is especially important when using a non-translatable product name as modifier.
Example: Windows password
Windows
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Here is an example of modifiers:

Nouns
General considerations
Persian does not differentiate between noun classes based on features such as animacy or gender
Inflection
Noun in Persian does not inflected
Example: book- software- tools
-

-

Plural Formation
There are two plural symbols for Persian; one used for everything and the other for animated things.
Example: trees=

or

Books=

Prepositions
Pay attention to the correct use of the preposition in translations. Influenced by the English language, many
translators omit them or change the word order.
Each preposition in English may have different translations in Persian based on the verb accompanying them.
Please make sure to use the preposition specific for each verb and don’t translate the prepositions based on the
source.
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US Expression

Persian Expression

Comment
“On” in these two sentences
translated differently based on the
noun or verb accompanying it

click on

on a web page

Pronouns
All the pronouns in Persian are neutral and never refer to any specific gender. So if you see any source with
gender difference text, please make sure to translate as it is normal in Persian and never stress gender
differences or reinforce stereotypical distinctions between men and women, use language that is as neutral as
possible.
Example: she is working in Microsoft Company
.

Microsoft

Punctuation
Please follow the following basic rules for the use of punctuation marks in Persian.
Comma
Comma in Persian has a different symbol than English. If there are some English terms between Persian
sentences, please make sure to convert English commas to Persian, also make sure to include a space after
commas and periods.

Colon
Use colons to introduce a list, or before a long quotation or a speech.
Example: to install the software, you shall follow these steps:
Do not use colons in the middle of a sentence when still you shall add the verb to the end.
Example: to get more information, please refer to this address: www.microsoft.com
www.microsoft.com

-

www.microsoft.com
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The screenshot below is an example of colon:

Dashes and Hyphens
Three different dash characters are used in English:
Hyphen
The hyphen is used to divide words between syllables, to link parts of a compound word, and to connect the parts
of an inverted or imperative verb form. Hyphenation is rarely used in Persian.
Example: The file-related commands cannot be executed at this level.
-

-

En Dash
The en dash is used as a minus sign, usually with spaces before and after, it is rarely used in Persian.
The en dash is also used in number ranges, such as those specifying page numbers. No spaces are used around
the en dash in this case. Even in this case it can be replaced by “to” “ ” in Persian, and usually there is no need to
use a dash.
Example: 8am-6pm
-

-
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Em Dash
The em dash should only be used to emphasize an isolated element or introduce an element that is not essential
to the meaning conveyed by the sentence.
Example: The software will be released on March 21—the first day of Iranian year—late in the afternoon.
--

--

Ellipses (Suspension Points)
The ellipsis is used to show that some material has been omitted Ellipses are also used to denote interruptions in
speech
Example: to do things like add or remove programs, install a new software, etc…
Keep in mind the following when using ellipses/suspension points:
Sometimes, in Persian translation, we have to ignore the ellipsis to be able to complete the sentence with verb.
Please make sure that not use ellipsis in the middle of a sentence.
Example: this application is not working when you add, save, remove items,…
-
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The screenshot is an example of ellipsis.

Period
Always use a full stop at the end of a sentence.
Avoid using full stop at the end of phrases, unless there is an instruction to follow English punctuation. Place the
period outside the brackets when at the end of the sentence.
Example: for more information, please refer to page 56 in the same manual.
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Quotation Marks
Quotation marks are used when referring to a speech, a quotation, a phrase, or a word. Sometimes, in Persian
translation, we have to use quotation marks to emphasis a term that is capitalized in the source.
Single quotation marks are not used in Persian.
Example: you can find My Music and My Pictures folders in My Document.
In US source strings, you may find software references surrounded by English quotation marks. Please follow the
source in this case and make sure to use double quotation marks instead of single.
Screenshot is an example of quotation mark in Persian:

Parentheses
In English, there is no space between the parentheses and the text inside them. The rule is the same in Persian.
While translating, make sure to put the text embedded in parenthesis in the suitable place and not follow just
English format.
Example: You can use more than one email account (such as your home and work accounts).
-

Singular & Plural
Nouns after a number always used in singular, also units in Persian always used in singular form, please never
follow the English source in this issue
Example: 12 days

120 meters

-
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Here is an example of a mistakenly plural noun after a number:

Split Infinitive
This section does not apply to Persian.

Subjunctive
Please use phrases in subjunctive mood when you are going to address software, such as checkbox options.
Example: Don’t show this dialog again

Symbols & Non-Breaking Spaces
Non-breaking spaces: Certain expressions should not be separated at the end of the line. To ensure that, you can
use (ctrl + shift + space bar) between words that should not be separated into separate lines. Examples are:
Between two parts of a single word (

)

Between Part, Chapter or Appendix and the number. (

)

Between the unit of measurement and the number the follows it (

)

.
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Syntax
Syntax and register differ between Persian and English in the following ways:
1. Persian is verb final; please never follow the English syntax to translate a sentence.
Example: click on the link below to get more information.
2. Verbs are inflected for subject and number.
Example: they installed 3 applications.

Verbs
Verbs in Persian are inflected for subject, number, and time.
Example: they created an application with the following features:
:
Continuous operations are usually expressed in English with a gerund, which should be translated into Persian as
progressive tense
Example: connecting….

Word Order
Persian main word order is subject (object1) (object2) verb.
Example: I gave Ali the book.

Style and Tone Considerations
This section focuses on higher-level considerations for audience, style, tone, and voice.

Audience
When translating, the audience shall be taken into consideration to adjust your tone of translation.
Example: go back to the previous page
Informal:

-

Formal:

Style
Generally approved style for Persian would be a more formal and les colloquial, the same we might widely use in
our media and press; less ambiguity and passiveness, direct but at the same time, polite tone especially in written
forms.
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Tone
Formal tone shall be used in most of the products unless there is something like a social network, in this case,
informal tone can be used.
To use formal tone, always make use of second person plural in imperative sentences; avoid using non-separable
possessive adjective and use subjunctive mood when addressing the software.

Voice
“You” shall be translated as second person plural.
Example:
English

Translation

You are now connected to the Internet.
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Localization Guidelines
This section contains guidelines for localization into Persian.

General Considerations
This section of the Style Guide describes all of the general localization guidelines that apply to Persian.

Abbreviations
Common Abbreviations
You might need to abbreviate some words in the UI (mainly buttons or options names) due to lack of space. This
can be done in the following ways:
Since abbreviation is rarely used in Persian, to make the phrase shorter, please try to remove unnecessary parts,
infinitives can be used instead of a complete verb, singular form can be used instead of plural, and the main noun
can be chosen also.
List of common abbreviations:
Expression

Acceptable Abbreviation

Info.
PM
AM
page
PO box.
St. (street).

Acronyms
Acronyms are words made up of the initial letters of major parts of a compound term. Some well-known examples
are WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get), OLE (Object Linking and Embedding), or RAM (Random
Access Memory). For Persian, acronyms can be spelled out in parentheses for the first time they occur in the text,
and the English acronym can be used for all the rest
Example: OLE (Object Linking and Embedding)
OLE
Localized Acronyms
For some well known acronyms like SIM and PIN, they can be transliterated to have a more fluent text. Also for
terms like SMS that have a translation if Persian, it is recommended to use translation.
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Example:
SIM card=
Pin code=
SMS=

Unlocalized Acronyms
Unlocalized acronyms are used the same as English. To translate compounds with acronyms, please make sure
the correct order of Persian regarding the noun and the modifier is used, always the main noun shall come first
and modifier follows.
Example: CD-ROM drive
CD-ROM

Applications, Products, and Features
Application/product names are often trademarked or may be trademarked in the future and are therefore rarely
translated. Occasionally, feature names are trademarked, too (e.g. IntelliSense™). Before translating any
application, product, or feature name, please verify that it is in fact translatable and not protected in any way.
In Persian most of the products and feature names can be transliterated for Persian readers to easily read them.
However, most of trademark owners don’t like their product to be translated, so before doing anything, please
read the instructions carefully and if instructed, leave them in English.

Frequent Errors
Some frequent errors are:
Incorrect word order while a placeholder is in the text
Inconsistency in style when translating a set of similar strings
Following English syntax instead of Persian syntax
Example: already discussed in previous chapters

Glossaries
You can find the translations of terms and UI elements of Microsoft products at Microsoft Language Portal
(http://www.microsoft.com/Language/en-US/Default.aspx).

Recurring Patterns
For recurring patterns, please refer to the Links provided in the following section.

Standardized Translations
There are a number of standardized translations mentioned in all sections of this Style Guide. In order to find
them more easily, the most relevant topics and sections are compiled here for you reference.
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Status Messages
Standard Shortcut Keys
Error Messages

Unlocalized Items
Trademarked names and the name Microsoft Corporation shouldn’t be localized. A list of Microsoft trademarks is
available for your reference at the following location: http://www.microsoft.com/trademarks/t-mark/names.htm.
Trademark

Status

Descriptor

.Net logo

TM

Access

®

database software

Active Accessibility

®

programming interfaces tools

Active Desktop

®

interface item

Active Directory

®

directory service

ActiveMovie

®

application programming interface

ActiveStore

®

retail technology architecture

ActiveSync

®

Technology

ActiveX

®

technologies, platform, controls,
scripting, server framework

Advisor FYI

®

personalized financial guidance

Aero

®

desktop experience

Age of Empires

®

video game

Age of Mythology

®

video game

Amalga

TM

software for healthcare

Ask for Genuine Microsoft

TM

computer software

Authenticode

®

Technology

AutoRoute

TM

road atlas

AutoRoute Express

®

road atlas

AutoRoute Plus

®

professional road atlas

Azurik

®

video game

Bankshot Billiards

®

video game

BattleTech

®

game universe

BitLocker

TM

drive encryption

Bizspark

TM

Technology

BizTalk

®

Server

Software
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Trademark

Status

Descriptor

Blinx

®

video game

Blood Wake

®

video game

Blue Dragon

TM

video game

Bookdings

®

Font

Brute Force

®

video game

BugLight

TM

IT pro technology

Calibri

®

Font

Cambria

TM

Font

Candara

®

Font

Carbonated Games

TM

video games

Cariadings

TM

Font

ClearType

®

display technology

Consolas

®

Font

Constantia

®

Font

Convection

®

Font

Convergence

®

Conference

Corbel

TM

Font

Cortana

®

action figure

Crackdown

®

video game

Crimson Skies

®

video game

DataTips

®

pop-up information

DaunPenh

TM

Font

Dexterity

®

Software

Digital Anvil

®

video games

Direct3D

®

application programming interface

DirectAnimation

®

application programming interface

DirectBand

®

wireless technology

DirectDraw

®

application programming interface

DirectInput

®

application programming interface

DirectMusic

®

application programming interface

DirectPlay

®

application programming interface

DirectShow

®

application programming interface

DirectSound

®

application programming interface

DirectX

®

application programming interface

DreamSpark

TM

Technology
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Trademark

Status

Descriptor

DreamScene

®

visualization technology

Drivatar

TM

AI technology

Encarta

®

multimedia encyclopedia/online
encyclopedia

Encarta logo (graphic only)

®

Ensemble Studios

®

Games

Entourage

®

e-mail and personal information
manager

ESP

TM

visual simulation platform

Excel

®

spreadsheet software

Exhibition

®

demo disc

Expression

®

design software

Expression Blend

TM

design software

FASA Studio

®

video games

Finty Flush

®

video game

FlexGo

TM

prepaid and subscription
technology

Fluent

TM

user interface

Forefront

TM

client security

Forza Motorsport

®

video game

Fox head logo

®

Freelancer

®

video game

Fringer

®

video game

FRx

®

Software

Fuzion Frenzy

®

video game

GameSpring

TM

subscription service

Game with Fame

®

Event

Genuine Advantage Logo

®

Georgia

®

Font

Gisha

®

Font

Great Plains

®

Software

Groove

®

Software

Habu

®

gaming mouse

Halo

®

video game
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Trademark

Status

Descriptor

Halo logo

®

Halo Wars

TM

Halo 2 logo

®

HDCD

®

HDCD logo

®

HealthVault

TM

HealthVault logo

TM

Hexic

®

video game

High Road to Revenge

®

video game

Hotmail

®

web-based e-mail service

HotStart

®

Technology

Hyper-V

TM

Technology

Imagine Cup logo

TM

Infinite Undiscovery

TM

video game

InfoPath

®

information-gathering program

Inkseine

TM

computer search engine software

IntelliMirror

®

management technologies

IntelliMorph

®

Software

IntelliMouse

®

pointing device

IntelliSense

®

Technology

IntelliShrink

®

text compression system

Internet Explorer

®

internet browser

Iskoola Pota

TM

Font

It’s Mr. Pants

®

video game

Jawbreaker

®

video game

Jscript

®

development software

Kung Fu Chaos

®

video game

Laser Technology logo

TM

LifeChat

®

Headset

LineDrive

TM

mapping feature

Lionhead

®

video game

Lionhead logo

®

Lips

®

Live Mesh logo

TM

video game
audio enhancement technology
healthcare website technology

video game
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Trademark

Status

Descriptor

Lost Odyssey

TM

video game

MapPoint

®

business mapping software

Marine Mania

®

video game

Master Chief

TM

action figure

Maximum Chase

®

video game

MechAssault

®

video game

MechCommander

®

video game

MechWarrior

®

video game

Mediaroom

TM

multimedia software platform

Mediaroom logo

TM

MedVault

®

computer software for medical
database/storage

Microsoft

®

Microsoft Auto logo

TM

Microsoft Digital by Choice logo

TM

Microsoft Dynamics

®

Microsoft Dynamics logo

®

Microsoft eMbedded Visual Tools

®

Software

business software

logo
Microsoft Game Studios logo

®

Microsoft Internet Explorer logo

®

(graphic only)
Microsoft .NET Connected logo

TM

Microsoft Points logo

TM

Microsoft Press

®

Books

Microsoft Surface

TM

software and touch computing
platform

Microsoft Surface logo

TM

Midtown Madness

®

video game

Monster Truck Madness

®

video game

MorphX

®

Software

Motocross Madness

®

video game

Mozaki

®

video game

MS

®

computer software
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Trademark

Status

Descriptor

MS-DOS

®

operating system

MSDN

®

developer program

MSN

®

network of Internet services

MSN logo (butterfly)

®

MultiPoint

TM

Technology

Natural

®

keyboard

TM

mouse

Navision

®

Software

NavReady

TM

Software

Nina

®

Font

Ninety-Nine Nights

®

video game

Office logo (puzzle design)

®

Office logo

®

OneCare

TM

computer protection and
maintenance software and
services

OneCare logo

®

OneNote

®

note-taking program

OpenType

®

font technology

Optical Technology logo

®

OptiMatch

®

game matchmaking system

Outlook

®

messaging and collaboration client

Outlook Launch Icon (2007)

TM

OutSmart

®

Passport logo

®

People Ready

TM

business software

Perfect Dark Zero

®

video game

PerformancePoint

®

business intelligence software

PGR

®

video game

Phantom Dust

®

video game

Photosynth

TM

Technology

Photosynth logo

TM

PinPoint

TM

online business marketplace

PivotChart

®

dynamic views

online game
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Trademark

Status

Descriptor

PivotTable

®

dynamic views

PlayFX

TM

suite of audio enhancement
technologies

PlayReady

®

content access technology

PlaysForSure logo

®

interoperability and compatibility
logo

Popfly

TM

Technology

PowerPoint

®

presentation graphics program

PowerPointLaunch Icon (2007)

TM

ProClarity

®

business analysis software

Project Gotham Racing

®

video game

Quantum Redshift

®

video game

Rally

TM

device connectivity service

Rare

®

video game

Rare logo

®

Reader logo

®

ReadyBoost

TM

Technology

ReadyDrive

TM

Technology

Reclusa

®

gaming keyboard

Response Point

TM

phone system software

Response Point logo

TM

Rise of Legends

TM

video game

Rise of Nations

®

video game

Rise of Perathia

®

video game

RoundTable

TM

communications and archival
system

RP Stylized

TM

computer hardware/software for
voice over IP services

Sabre Wulf

®

video game

SeaDragon

TM

Technology

Security Shield logo

®

Segoe

®

Font

Shadowrun

®

video game

SharePoint

®

team services
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Trademark

Status

Descriptor
portal server
services

ShapeSheet

®

shape extensibility

SideGuide

®

wi-fi access service

SideShow

®

Technology

SideShow logo

TM

SideWinder

®

joystick

®

game pad

TM

computer mice

TM

keyboard

SideWinder logo

TM

Silverlight

TM

browser plug-in
browser plug-in development tool

Silverlight logo

TM

SkyDrive

TM

storage technology

SmartArt

®

Graphics

Smarter Hospitality

TM

technology architecture

Smarter Retailing

TM

retail technology architecture

SmartShapes

®

Symbols

Sneakers

®

video game

SoftGrid

®

Technology

Softricity

®

Technology

Software Jukebox logo

TM

Songsmith

TM

Spaces logo

®

Spaces for our World

TM

social causes program

SportsLounge

TM

streaming technology

Starlancer

®

video game

Starts Here

®

multimedia training series

SteadyState

TM

technology for multiple computers

Sudeki

TM

video game

SuperFetch

TM

memory management technology

SQL Server

®

database software

Tahoma

®

Font

Tao Feng

®

video game

Software
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Trademark

Status

Descriptor

Terminal Services RemoteApp

®

network software

The Age of Kings

®

video game

The Code Room

TM

entertainment services

The Hive and Design

TM

The Time Sweeper

®

video game

TrueSkill

TM

matchmaking ranking

Turn 10

TM

video games

Ultimate Play the Game logo

TM

Verdana

®

Font

Virtual Earth

TM

mapping software

Visio

®

drawing and diagramming software

Visual Basic

®

development system

Visual C++

®

development system

Visual C#

®

development tool

Visual FoxPro

®

database development system

Visual InterDev

®

web development system

Visual J++

®

development system, development
system for the Java language

Visual J#

®

development tool

Visual SourceSafe

®

version control system, version
control software

Visual Studio

®

development system

Visual Studio logo (graphic only)

®

Viva Piñata

®

video game

Voodoo Vince

®

video game

Webdings

®

Font

Whacked!

®

video game

Win32

®

application programming interface

Windows

®

operating system

Windows Calendar icon

TM

Windows Cardspace

TM

Windows Contacts icon

TM

Windows DVD Maker icon

TM

Windows Flare logo

®

identity selector
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Trademark

Status

Windows Game icon

TM

Windows Live

TM

Windows Live Call Button logo

TM

Windows Live Messenger icon

®

Descriptor
network of internet services

(single)
Windows Live Messenger icon

®

(double)
Windows Live OneCare logo

TM

Windows logo (aka the flag logo,

®

graphic only)
Windows logo (the 2002 edition)

®

Windows Mail icon

TM

Windows Marketplace icon

TM

Windows Media

®

Windows Media Player Icon

TM

Windows Meeting Space Icon

TM

Windows Mobile

®

Windows Movie Maker Icon

TM

Windows NT

®

Windows Photo Gallery Icon

TM

Windows PowerShell

TM

command line interface

Windows Server

®

operating system

Windows Server System

TM

integrated server software

Windows Sidebar Icon

TM

Windows start button

®

Windows Start logo (design)

®

Windows Update Icon

TM

Windows Vista

®

operating system

WinFX

®

application programming interface

Wingdings

®

Font

Word Launch Icon (2007)

TM

WMV/HD logo

®

Xbox

®

video game system

Xbox 360

®

video game and entertainment

technologies, player

Software
operating system

system
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Trademark

Status

Xbox Authentic Product logo

®

Xbox LIVE

®

Xbox LIVE logo

®

Xbox "Ring of Light" logo

TM

Xbox "Sphere" logo

TM

Xbox "X" logo

®

XL design (aka the "Microsoft

®

Descriptor
online game service

Excel logo")
XNA

®

development platform

XNA logo

TM

xRank

TM

Your Potential. Our Passion.

®

Zoo Tycoon

®

video game

Zune

®

digital media player

Zune logo

TM

search feature

Using the Word Microsoft
In English, it is prohibited to use MS as an abbreviation for Microsoft.
Microsoft can be either left as English or be transliterated in Persian as “
when it is not in the source.

”, no abbreviation shall be used

Software Considerations
This section refers to all menus, menu items, commands, buttons, check boxes, etc., which should be consistently
translated in the localized product.
Refer to http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/aa511258.aspx for a detailed explanation of the Windows user interface
guidelines (English).

User Interface
Translating UI items can be a challenge at times, in part because you do not always know the context or the exact
function of a particular UI item. Always use all available resources to establish the context for UI items.
UI examples can be:
Hot Keys (see the instruction about hotkeys in this style guide)
Checkboxes (always use a subjunctive mood for translating them)
Dialog box contents and titles (contents can be in imperative mood and title shall be translated infinitive)
Menus (it’s better to use infinitive for menus)
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Commands (imperative mood shall be used)
Buttons (infinitive shall be used)

Messages
Messages can be translated based on the type of message. Commands are in imperative, dialog boxes are
declarative and error messages are passive.

Status Messages
What is a Status Bar Message?
A status bar message is an informational message about the active document or a selected command as well as
about any active or selected interface item. Messages are shown in the status bar at the bottom of the window
when the user has chosen a menu, a command or any other item, or has started a function. The status bar
messages refer to actions being performed or already complete (for example in Outlook below).

Persian Style in Status bar Messages
In English, the status bar messages have different forms dependent on the information they must convey. In
Persian, menu and commands status bar messages should follow the format below.
Category

English Status Bar
message

Edit

menu

Contains editing commands

Copy to
Folder...

menu

Copies the selected items to
a new location

New

command

Creates a new document

Name

Persian Name

Persian Status Bar
message

Make object visible?
Word is converting the
document. Press Esc to
stop.

Esc

Datasheet View
Done
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The screenshot below is an example of menu item:

The importance of standardization
In the US product you can often find messages that are phrased differently even though they have the same
meaning. Try to avoid this in the localized Persian version. Use one standard translation as in the examples
below:
English term
Press F1 to get Help

Correct Persian translation
F1

If you want Help press F1
To get Help press F1
Not enough memory
Insufficient memory
There is not enough memory
Save changes to %1?

%1

Do you want to save changes to %1?

Error Messages
What Is An Error Message?
Here is an example:
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Here is an example of an error message in Persian:

Error messages are messages sent by the system or a program, informing the user that there is an error that
must be corrected in order for the program to keep running. For example, the messages can prompt the user to
take an action or inform the user of an error that requires rebooting the computer.
Persian Style in Error Messages
It is important to use consistent terminology and language style in the localized error messages, and not just
translate as they appear in the US product.
Error messages shall be translated in a declarative form. To be consistent, always use
“bug”

for “error”, and

for

Example:
An error occurred in saving your settings.
Standard Phrases in Error Messages
When translating standard phrases, standardize. Note that sometimes the US uses different forms to express the
same thing.
Translation of a verb like “cannot” and “could not” depends on the main verb follows it and they can be translated
the same. Refer to the examples.
Examples:
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English

Translation

Example

Cannot …

File could not be found

Could not …

File cannot be found

Failed to …

Failed to connect

Failure of …

Failure to connect

Cannot find …
Could not find …
Unable to find …
Unable to locate …

Comment

It is better that a
sentence form be used
for both

Cannot find driver
software
Could not find driver
software
Unable to find driver
software
Unable to locate driver
software

Not enough memory
Insufficient memory
There is not enough memory
There is not enough memory
available

... is not available
... is unavailable

The command is not
available
The command is
unavailable

Error Messages Containing Placeholders
When localizing error messages containing placeholders, try to find out what will replace the placeholder. This is
necessary for the sentence to be grammatically correct when the placeholder is replaced with a word or phrase.
Note that the letters used in placeholders convey a specific meaning, see examples below:
%d, %ld, %u, and %lu means <number>
%c means <letter>
%s means <string>
Examples of error messages containing placeholders:
"Checking Web %1!d! of %2!d!" means "Checking Web <number> of <number>".
"INI file "%1!-.200s!" section" means "INI file "<string>" section".
Please make sure to use correct grammatical format and word order for a text containing placeholder. For
example, Number placeholders come before a singular noun.
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Keys
The keyboard is the primary input device used for text input in Microsoft Windows. For accessibility and efficiency,
most actions can be performed using the keyboard as well. While working with Microsoft software, you use keys,
key combinations and key sequences.
In English, References to key names, like arrow keys, function keys and numeric keys, appear in normal text (not
in small caps). For Persian, use English keyboard buttons as they appear on a Persian keyboard, so keys like
Enter, ESC, Shift, etc shall be left in English, and terms like right arrow, left arrow, spacebar, etc. shall be
translated.

Key Names
English Key Name

Persian Key Name

Alt

Alt

Backspace

Backspace

Break

Break

Caps Lock

Caps Lock

Ctrl

Control

Delete

Delete

Down Arrow
End

End

Enter

Enter

Esc

Esc

Home

Home

Insert

Insert

Left Arrow
Num Lock

Num Lock

Page Down

Page Down

Page Up

Page Up

Pause

Pause

Right Arrow
Scroll Lock

Scroll Lock

Shift

Shift
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English Key Name

Persian Key Name

Spacebar
Tab

Tab

Up Arrow
Windows key

Windows

Menu Key
Print Screen

Print Screen

Access Keys/Hot keys

Sometimes, there are underlined or highlighted letters in menu options, commands or dialog boxes. These letters
refer to access keys (also known as hot keys) that allow you to run commands, perform tasks, etc. more quickly.
Hot Key Special Options

Usage: Is It Allowed?

Notes

"Slim characters", such as I, l, t, r, f
can be used as hot key

yes

Since the characters joined together
in Persian, hotkey on slim
characters may not be visible, it can
be used if the character stands
alone.

Characters with downstrokes, such
as g, j, y, p and q can be used as
hotkeys

yes

These characters are not the first
choice in case other characters are
available

Extended characters can be used as
hotkeys

No
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Hot Key Special Options

Usage: Is It Allowed?

An additional letter, appearing
between brackets after item name,
can be used as hotkeys

yes

A number, appearing between
brackets after item name, can be
used as hotkey

yes

A punctuation sign, appearing
between brackets after item name,
can be used as hotkey

yes

Duplicate hotkeys are allowed when
no other character is available

No

Notes

No hotkey is assigned when no more yes
characters are available (minor
options only)
Additional notes: try to avoid using characters that are produced with more than one key stroke (i.e. with Shift
key + another key) as hotkeys; such as:
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Bellow screenshot is an example of hotkeys:

Arrow Keys
The arrow keys move input focus among the controls within a group. Pressing the right arrow key moves input
focus to the next control in tab order, whereas pressing the left arrow moves input focus to the previous control.
Home, End, Up, and Down also have their expected behavior within a group. Users can't navigate out of a control
group using arrow keys.
Arrow keys shall be translated in Persian.

Numeric Keypad
It is recommended that you avoid distinguishing numeric keypad keys from the other keys, unless it is required by
a given application. In case which keys to be pressed is not obvious, provide necessary explanations.

Shortcut Keys
Shortcut keys are keystrokes or combinations of keystrokes used to perform defined functions in a software
application. Shortcut keys replace menu commands and they are sometimes given next to the command they
represent. In opposition to the access keys, which can be used only when available on the screen, shortcut keys
can be used even when they are not accessible on the screen.
Standard Shortcut Keys
US
Command

US English
Shortcut Key

Persian
Command

Persian
Shortcut key

General Windows Shortcut keys
Help window

F1

F1
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US
Command

US English
Shortcut Key

Persian
Command

Persian
Shortcut key

Context-sensitive Help

Shift+F1

Shift+F1

Display pop-up menu

Shift+F10

Shift+F10

Cancel

Esc

Esc

Activate\Deactivate
menu bar mode

F10

F10

Switch to the next
primary application

Alt+Tab

Alt+Tab

Display next window

Alt+Esc

Alt+Esc

Display pop-up menu
for the window

Alt+Spacebar

Alt+Spacebar

Display pop-up menu
for the active child
window

Alt+-

Alt+-

Display property sheet
for current selection

Alt+Enter

Alt+Enter

Close active
application window

Alt+F4

Alt+F4

Switch to next window
within (modelesscompliant) application

Alt+F6

Alt+F6

Capture active window
image to the Clipboard

Alt+PrntScrn

Alt+PrntScrn

Capture desktop
image to the Clipboard

PrntScrn

PrntScrn

Access Start button in
taskbar

Ctrl+Esc

Ctrl+Esc

Display next child
window

Ctrl+F6

Ctrl+F6

Display next tabbed
pane

Ctrl+Tab

Ctrl+Tab

Launch Task Manager
and system

Ctrl+Shift+Esc

Ctrl+Shift+Esc
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US
Command

US English
Shortcut Key

Persian
Command

Persian
Shortcut key

initialization
File Menu
File New

Ctrl+N

Ctrl+N

File Open

Ctrl+O

Ctrl+O

File Close

Ctrl+F4

Ctrl+F4

File Save

Ctrl+S

Ctrl+S

File Save as

F12

F12

File Print Preview

Ctrl+F2

Ctrl+F2

File Print

Ctrl+P

Ctrl+P

File Exit

Alt+F4

Alt+F4
Edit Menu

Edit Undo

Ctrl+Z

Ctrl+Z

Edit Repeat

Ctrl+Y

Ctrl+Y

Edit Cut

Ctrl+X

Ctrl+X

Edit Copy

Ctrl+C

Ctrl+C

Edit Paste

Ctrl+V

Ctrl+V

Edit Delete

Ctrl+Backspace

Ctrl+Backspace

Edit Select All

Ctrl+A

Ctrl+A

Edit Find

Ctrl+F

Ctrl+F

Edit Replace

Ctrl+H

Ctrl+H

Edit Go To

Ctrl+B

Ctrl+B
Help Menu

Help

F1

F1
Font Format

Italic

Ctrl+I

Ctrl+I

Bold

Ctrl+G

Ctrl+G

Underlined\Word
underline

Ctrl+U

Ctrl+U
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US
Command

US English
Shortcut Key

Persian
Command

Persian
Shortcut key

Large caps

Ctrl+Shift+A

Ctrl+Shift+A

Small caps

Ctrl+Shift+K

Ctrl+Shift+K
Paragraph Format

Centered

Ctrl+E

Ctrl+E

Left aligned

Ctrl+L

Ctrl+L

Right aligned

Ctrl+R

Ctrl+R

Justified

Ctrl+J

Ctrl+J

Document Translation Considerations
Document localization may require some specific considerations that are different from software localization. This
section covers a few of these areas.

Titles
In English the titles for chapters usually begin with "How to …" or with phrases such as "Working with …" or
"Using …".In the Persian version of Microsoft documentation, these titles can be translated into
or

.

Example: Using this manual
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Copyright
Copyright protection is granted to any original work of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression from
which it can be perceived, reproduced, or communicated.
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